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MANIFEST-BASED TRUSTED AGENT 
MANAGEMENT IN A TRUSTED OPERATING 

SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/993,370, ?led Nov. 16, 2001, Which 
is hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] This invention relates to trusted environments gen 
erally, and more particularly to manifest-based trusted agent 
management in a trusted operating system environment. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Having people be able to trust computers has 
become an increasingly important goal. This trust generally 
focuses on the ability to trust the computer to use the 
information it stores or receives correctly. Exactly What this 
trust entails can vary based on the circumstances. For 
example, multimedia content providers Would like to be able 
to trust computers to not improperly copy their content. By 
Way of another example, users Would like to be able to trust 
their computers to forWard con?dential ?nancial informa 
tion (e.g., bank account numbers) only to appropriate des 
tinations (e.g., alloW the information to be passed to their 
bank, but noWhere else). Unfortunately, given the generally 
open nature of most computers, a Wide range of applications 
can be run on most current computers Without the user’s 
knoWledge, and these applications can compromise this trust 
(e.g., forWard the user’s ?nancial information to some other 
destination for malicious use). 

[0004] To address these trust issues, different mechanisms 
have been proposed (and neW mechanisms are being devel 
oped) that alloW a computer or portions thereof to be trusted. 
Generally, these mechanisms entail some sort of authenti 
cation procedure Where the computer can authenticate or 
certify that at least a portion of it (e.g., certain areas of 
memory, certain applications, etc.) are at least as trustWorthy 
as they present themselves to be (e.g., that the computer or 
application actually is What it claims to be). In other Words, 
these mechanisms prevent a malicious application from 
impersonating another application (or alloWing a computer 
to impersonate another computer). Once such a mechanism 
can be established, the user or others (e.g., content provid 
ers) can make a judgment as to Whether or not to accept a 
particular platform and application as trustWorthy (e.g., a 
multimedia content provider may accept a particular appli 
cation as being trustworthy, once the computer can certify to 
the content provider’s satisfaction that the particular appli 
cation is the application it claims to be). 

[0005] Oftentimes, components and modules of an appli 
cation are alloWed to be changed (e.g., in response to user 
preferences) and/ or upgraded fairly frequently. For example, 
applications frequently include various dynamic link librar 
ies (DLL’s), plug-ins, etc. and alloW for different softWare 
con?gurations, each of Which can alter the binaries Which 
execute as the application. Currently, it is dif?cult (if pos 
sible at all) in many systems to alloW for such changes and 
differing con?gurations of applications, While at the same 
time maintaining the trustWorthiness of the computer. Thus, 
it Would be bene?cial to have a security model that alloWs 
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for these differences and changes, While at the same time 
maintaining the trustWorthiness of the computer. The mani 
fest-based trusted agent management in a trusted operating 
system environment described herein provides such a secu 
rity model. 

SUMMARY 

[0006] Manifest-based trusted agent management in a 
trusted operating system environment is described herein. 

[0007] According to one aspect, a request to execute a 
process is received and a virtual memory space for the 
process is set up. A manifest corresponding to the process is 
accessed, and Which of a plurality of binaries can be 
executed in the virtual memory space is limited based on 
indicators, of the binaries, that are included in the manifest. 

[0008] According to another aspect, a manifest includes a 
?rst portion including data representing a unique identi?er 
of the trusted application, a second portion including data 
indicating Whether a particular one or more binaries can be 
loaded into the process space for the trusted application, and 
a third portion derived from the data in both the ?rst portion 
and the second portion by generating a digital signature over 
the ?rst and second portions. The manifest can also include 
a portion that includes data representing a list of one or more 
export statements that alloW a secret associated With the 
trusted application to be exported to another trusted appli 
cation, a portion that includes data representing a set of 
properties corresponding to the data structure, and a portion 
that includes data representing a list of entry points into the 
executing trusted application. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary trusted operating 
system environment. 

[0010] FIG. 2 illustrates one exemplary architecture that 
can be implemented on a client computing device. 

[0011] FIG. 3 illustrates another exemplary architecture 
that can be used With the invention. 

[0012] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary relationship 
betWeen a gatekeeper storage key and trusted application 
secrets. 

[0013] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary process for securely 
storing secrets using a gatekeeper storage key. 

[0014] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary upgrade from one 
trusted core to another trusted core on the same client 

computing device. 

[0015] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary process for upgrad 
ing a trusted core. 

[0016] FIG. 8 illustrates another exemplary process for 
upgrading a trusted core. 

[0017] FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary secret storage 
architecture employing hive keys. 

[0018] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary process for 
securely storing secrets using hive keys. 

[0019] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary process for 
migrating secrets from a source computing device to a 
destination computing device. 
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[0020] FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary manifest corre 
sponding to a trusted application. 

[0021] FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary process for con 
trolling execution of processes in an address space based on 
a manifest. 

[0022] FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary process for 
upgrading to a neW version of a trusted application. 

[0023] FIG. 15 illustrates a general exemplary computer 
environment, Which can be used to implement various 
devices and processes described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0024] As used herein, code being “trusted” refers to code 
that is immutable in nature and immutable in identity. Code 
that is trusted is immune to being tampered With by other 
parts (eg code) of the computer and it can be reliably and 
unambiguously identi?ed. In other Words, any other entity or 
component asking “Who is this code” can be told “this is 
code xyZ”, and can be assured both that the code is indeed 
code xyZ (rather than some imposter) and that code xyZ is 
unadulterated. Trust does not deal With any quality or 
usefulness aspects of the code4only immutability of nature 
and immutability of identity. 

[0025] Additionally, the execution environment of the 
trusted code effects the overall security. The execution 
environment includes the machine or machine class on 
Which the code is executing. 

General Operating Environment 

[0026] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary trusted operating 
system environment 100. In environment 100, multiple 
client computing devices 102 are coupled to multiple server 
computing devices 104 via a netWork 106. Network 106 is 
intended to represent any of a Wide variety of conventional 
netWork topologies and types (including Wired and/ or Wire 
less networks), employing any of a Wide variety of conven 
tional netWork protocols (including public and/or propri 
etary protocols). NetWork 106 may include, for example, the 
Internet as Well as possibly at least portions of one or more 

local area netWorks (LANs). 

[0027] Computing devices 102 and 104 can each be any of 
a Wide variety of conventional computing devices, including 
desktop PCs, Workstations, mainframe computers, Internet 
appliances, gaming consoles, handheld PCs, cellular tele 
phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), etc. One or more 
of devices 102 and 104 can be the same types of devices, or 
alternatively different types of devices. 

[0028] Each of client computing devices 102 includes a 
secure operating system (OS) 108. Secure operating system 
108 is designed to provide a level of trust to users of client 
devices 102 as Well as server devices 104 that are in 
communication With client devices 102 via a netWork 106. 
Secure operating system 108 can be designed in different 
Ways to provide such trust, as discussed in more detail 
beloW. By providing this trust, the user of device 102 and/or 
the server devices 104 can be assured that secure operating 
system 108 Will use data appropriately and take various 
measures to protect that data. 

[0029] Each of client computing devices 102 may also 
execute one or more trusted applications (also referred to as 
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trusted agents or processes) 110. Each trusted application is 
softWare (or alternatively ?rmWare) that is made up of 
multiple instructions to be executed by a processor(s) of 
device 102. Oftentimes a trusted application is made up of 
multiple individual ?les (also referred to as binaries) that 
together include the instructions that comprise the trusted 
application. 
[0030] One example of the usage of environment 100 is to 
maintain rights to digital content, often referred to as “digital 
rights management”. A client device 102 may obtain digital 
content (e.g., a movie, song, electronic book, etc.) from a 
server device 104. Secure operating system 108 on client 
device 102 assures 11 server device 104 that operating 
system 108 Will not use the digital content inappropriately 
(e.g., Will not communicate copies of the digital content to 
other devices) and Will take steps to protect the digital 
content (e.g., Will not alloW unauthoriZed applications to 
access decrypted content). 

[0031] Another example of the usage of environment 100 
is for electronic commerce (also referred to as e-commerce). 
A client device 102 may communicate With a server device 
104 and exchange con?dential ?nancial information (e.g., to 
purchase or sell a product or service, to perform banking 
operations such as WithdraWal or transfer of funds, etc.). 
Secure operating system 108 on the client device 102 
assures server device 104, as Well as the user of client device 
102, that it Will not use the ?nancial information inappro 
priately (e.g., Will not steal account numbers or funds) and 
Will take steps to protect the ?nancial information (e.g., Will 
not alloW unauthorized applications to access decrypted 
content). 
[0032] Secure operating system 108 may be employed to 
maintain various secrets by different trusted applications 110 
executing on client devices 102. For example, con?dential 
information may be encrypted by a trusted application 110 
and a key used for this encryption securely stored by secure 
operating system 108. By Way of another example, the 
con?dential information itself may be passed to secure 
operating system 108 for secure storage. 

[0033] There are tWo primary functions that secure oper 
ating system 108 provides: (1) the ability to securely store 
secrets for trusted applications 110; and (2) the ability to 
alloW trusted applications 110 to authenticate themselves. 
The secure storage of secrets alloWs trusted applications 110 
to save secrets to secure operating system 108 and subse 
quently retrieve those secrets so long as neither the trusted 
application 110 nor operating system 108 has been altered. 
If either the trusted application 110 or the operating system 
108 has been altered (e. g., by a malicious user or application 
in an attempt to subvert the security of operating system 
108), then the secrets are not retrievable by the altered 
application and/or operating system. A secret refers to any 
type of data that the trusted application does not Want to 
make publicly available, such as an encryption key, a user 
passWord, a passWord to access a remote computing device, 
digital content (e.g., a movie, a song, an electronic book, 
etc.) or a key(s) used to encrypt the digital content, ?nancial 
data (e.g., account numbers, personal identi?cation numbers 
(PINs), account balances, etc.), and so forth. 

[0034] The ability for a trusted application 110 to authen 
ticate itself alloWs the trusted application to authenticate 
itself to a third party (e.g., a server device 104). This alloWs, 
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for example, a server device 104 to be assured that it is 
communicating digital content to a trusted content player 
executing on a trusted operating system, or for the server 
device 104 to be assured that it is communicating With a 
trusted e-commerce application on the client device rather 
than With a virus (or some other malicious or untrusted 
application). 
[0035] Various concerns exist for the upgrading, migrat 
ing, and backing up of various components of the client 
devices 102. As discussed in more detail beloW, the security 
model discussed herein provides for authentication and 
secret storage in a trusted operating system environment, 
While at the same time alloWing one or more of 

[0036] secure operating system upgrades 

[0037] migration of secrets to other computing devices 

[0038] backup of secrets 

[0039] trusted application upgrades 

[0040] Reference is made herein to encrypting data using 
a key. Generally, encryption refers to a process in Which the 
data to be encrypted (often referred to as plaintext) is input 
to an encryption algorithm that operates, using a key (com 
monly referred to as the encryption key), on the plaintext to 
generate ciphertext. Encryption algorithms are designed so 
that it is extremely dif?cult to re-generate the plaintext 
Without knoWing a decryption key (Which may be the same 
as the encryption key, or alternatively a different key). A 
variety of conventional encryption algorithms can be used, 
such as DES (Data Encryption Standard), RSA (Rivest, 
Shamir, Adelman), RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4), RC5 (Rivest 
Cipher 5), etc. 

[0041] One type of encryption uses a public-private key 
pair. The public-private key pair includes tWo keys (one 
private key and one public key) that are selected so that it is 
relatively straight-forWard to decrypt the ciphertext if both 
keys are knoWn, but extremely dif?cult to decrypt the 
ciphertext if only one (or neither) of the keys is knoWn. 
Additionally, the encryption algorithm is designed and the 
keys selected such that it is extremely dif?cult to determine 
one of the keys based on the ciphertext alone and/or only one 
key. 

[0042] The oWner of a public-private key pair typically 
makes its public key publicly available, but keeps its private 
key secret. Any party or component desiring to encrypt data 
for the oWner can encrypt the data using the oWner’s public 
key, thus alloWing only the oWner (Who possesses the 
corresponding private key) to readily decrypt the data. The 
key pair can also be used for the oWner to digitally sign data. 
In order to add a digital signature to data, the oWner encrypts 
the data using the oWner’s private key and makes the 
resultant ciphertext available With the digitally signed data. 
A recipient of the digitally signed data can decrypt the 
ciphertext using the oWner’s public key and compare the 
decrypted data to the data sent by the oWner to verify that the 
oWner did in fact generate that data (and that is has not been 
altered by the oWner since being generated). 

[0043] The discussions herein assume a basic understand 
ing of cryptography. For a basic introduction of cryptogra 
phy, the reader is directed to a text Written by Bruce Schneier 
and entitled “Applied Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms, 
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and Source Code in C,” published by John Wiley & Sons 
With copyright 1994 (or second edition With copyright 
1996). 
Exemplary Computing Device Architectures 

[0044] Secure operating system 108 of FIG. 1 includes at 
least a portion that is trusted code, referred to as the “trusted 
core”. The trusted core may be a full operating system, a 
microkemel, a Hypervisor, or some smaller component that 
provides speci?c security services. 

[0045] FIG. 2 illustrates one exemplary architecture that 
can be implemented on a client computing device 102. In 
FIG. 2, the trusted core is implemented by taking advantage 
of different privilege levels of the processor(s) of the client 
computing device 102 (e.g., referred to as “rings” in an x86 
architecture processor). In the illustrated example, these 
privilege levels are referred to as rings, although alternate 
implementations using different processor architectures may 
use different nomenclature. The multiple rings provide a set 
of prioritized levels that softWare can execute at, often 
including 4 levels (Rings 0, 1, 2, and 3). Ring 0 is typically 
referred to as the most privileged ring. SoftWare processes 
executing in Ring 0 can typically access more features (e.g., 
instructions) than processes executing in less privileged 
rings. 

[0046] Furthermore, a processor executing in a particular 
ring cannot alter code or data in a higher priority ring. In the 
illustrated example, a trusted core 120 executes in Ring 0, 
While an operating system 122 executes in Ring 1 and 
trusted applications 124 execute in Ring 3. Thus, trusted 
core 120 operates at a more privileged level and can control 
the execution of operating system 122 from this level. 
Additionally, the code and/or data of trusted core 120 
(executing in Ring 0) cannot be altered directly by operating 
system 122 (executing in Ring 1) or trusted applications 124 
(executing in Ring 3). Rather, any such alterations Would 
have to be made by the operating system 122 or a trusted 
application 124 requesting trusted core 120 to make the 
alteration (e.g., by sending a message to trusted core 120, 
invoking a function of trusted core 120, etc.). 

[0047] Trusted core 120 also maintains a secret store 126 
Where secrets passed to and encrypted by trusted core 120 
(e.g., originating With trusted applications 124, OS 122, or 
trusted core 120) are securely stored. The storage of secrets 
is discussed in more detail beloW. 

[0048] A cryptographic measure of trusted core 120 is also 
generated When it is loaded into the memory of computing 
device 102 and stored in a digest register of the hardWare. In 
one implementation, the digest register is designed to be 
Written to only once after each time the computing device is 
reset, thereby preventing a malicious user or application 
from overWriting the digest of the trusted core. This cryp 
tographic measure can be generated by different compo 
nents, such as a security processor of computing device 102, 
a trusted BIOS, etc. The cryptographic measure provides a 
small (relative to the siZe of the trusted core) measure of the 
trusted core that can be used to verify the trusted core that 
is loaded. Given the nature of the cryptographic measure, it 
is most likely that any changes made to a trusted core (e.g., 
to circumvent its trustworthiness) Will be re?ected in the 
cryptographic measure, so that the altered core and the 
original core Will produce different cryptographic measures. 
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This cryptographic measure is used as a basis for securely 
storing data, as discussed in more detail below. 

[0049] A variety of different cryptographic measures can 
be used. One such cryptographic measure is a digestifor 
ease of explanation the cryptographic measure Will be 
discussed primarily herein as a digest, although other mea 
sures could alternatively be used. The digest is calculated 
using a one-Way hashing operation, such as SHA-l (Secure 
Hash Algorithm 1), MD4 (Message Digest 4), MD5 (Mes 
sage Digest 5), etc. The cryptographic digest has the prop 
erty that it is extremely difficult to ?nd a second pre-image 
(in this case, a second trusted core) that When digested 
produces the same hash value. Hence the digest register 
contains a value that can be considered to uniquely represent 
the trusted core in use. 

[0050] An alternative cryptographic measure to a digest, is 
the public key of a properly formed certi?cate on the digest. 
Using this technique, a publisher can generate a sequence of 
trusted-cores that are treated as identical or equivalent by the 
platform (e. g., based on the public key of the publisher). The 
platform refers to the basic hardWare of the computing 
device (e.g., processor and chipset) as Well as the ?rmWare 
associated With this hardWare (e.g., microcode in the pro 
cessor and/or chipset). 

[0051] Alternatively, the operating system may be sepa 
rated into a memory manager component that operates as 
trusted core 120 With the remainder of the operating system 
operating as OS 122. The trusted core 120 then controls all 
page maps and is thus able to shield trusted agents executing 
in Ring 3 from other components (including OS 122). In this 
alternative, additional control is also added to protect the 
trusted core 120 from other busmasters that do not obey ring 
privileges. 

[0052] FIG. 3 illustrates another exemplary architecture 
that can be used With the invention. In FIG. 3, the trusted 
core is implemented by establishing tWo separate “spaces” 
Within a client computing device 102 of FIG. 1: a trusted 
space 140 (also referred to as a protected parallel area, or 
curtained memory) and a normal (untrusted) space 142. 
These spaces can be, for example, one or more address 
ranges Within computing device 102. Both trusted space 140 
and normal space 142 include a user space and a kernel 
space, With the trusted core 144 and secret store 146 being 
implemented in the kernel space of trusted space 140. A 
cryptographic measure, such as a digest, of trusted core 144 
is also generated and used analogous to the cryptographic 
measure of trusted core 120 discussed above. 

[0053] A variety of trusted applets, trusted applications, 
and/or trusted agents 148 can execute Within the user space 
of trusted space 140, under the control of trusted core 144. 
HoWever, any application 150, operating system 152, or 
device driver 154 executing in normal space 142 is pre 
vented, by trusted core 144, from accessing trusted space 
140. Thus, no alterations can be made to trusted applications 
or data in trusted space 140 unless approved by trusted core 
144. 

[0054] Additional information regarding these computing 
device architectures can be found in the folloWing four US. 
Patent Applications, each of Which is hereby incorporated by 
reference: US. patent application Ser. No. 09/227,611, 
entitled “Loading and Identifying a Digital Rights Manage 
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ment Operating System”, Which Was ?led Jan. 8, 1999, in the 
names of Paul England et al.; US. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/227,56l, entitled “Digital Rights Management Oper 
ating System”, Which Was ?led Jan. 8, 1999, in the names of 
Paul England et al.; US. patent application Ser. No. 09/287, 
393, entitled “Secure Execution of Program Code”, Which 
Was ?led Apr. 6, 1999, in the names of Paul England et al.; 
and US. patent application Ser. No. 09/287,698, entitled 
“Hierarchical Trusted Code for Content Protection in Com 
puters”, Which Was ?led Apr. 6, 1999, in the name of Paul 
England. 
[0055] For ease of explanation, the digest of a trusted core 
is discussed herein as a single digest of the trusted core. 
HoWever, in different implementations, the digest may be 
made up of multiple parts. By Way of example, the boot 
process may involve a trusted BIOS loading a platform 
portion of the trusted core and generating a digest of the 
platform portion. The platform portion in turn loads an 
operating system portion of the trusted core and generates a 
digest for the operating system portion. The operating sys 
tem portion in turn loads a gatekeeper portion of the trusted 
core and generates a digest for the gatekeeper portion. A 
composite of these multiple generated digests is used as the 
digest of the trusted core. These multiple generated digests 
may be stored individually in separate digest registers With 
the composite of the digests being the concatenation of the 
different register values. Alternatively, each neW digest may 
be used to generate a neW digest value by generating a 
cryptographic hash of the previous digest value concat 
enated With the neW digestithe last neW digest value 
generated (e.g., by the operating system portion) is stored in 
a single digest register. 
Primitive Operations 
[0056] TWo fundamental types of primitive operations are 
supported by the hardWare and softWare of a client comput 
ing device 102 of FIG. 1. These fundamental types are secret 
storage primitives and authentication primitives. The hard 
Ware of a device 102 makes these primitive operations 
available to the trusted core executing on the device 102, and 
the trusted core makes variations of these primitive opera 
tions available to the trusted applications executing on the 
device 102. 

[0057] TWo secret storage primitive operations are sup 
ported: Seal and Unseal. The Seal primitive operation uses 
at least tWo parameters4one parameter is the secret that is 
to be securely stored and the other parameter is an identi 
?cation of the module or component that is to be able to 
subsequently retrieve the secret. In one implementation, the 
Seal primitive operation provided by the hardWare of client 
computing device 102 (e.g., by a cryptographic or security 
processor of device 102) takes the folloWing form: 

[0058] Seal (secret, digest_to_unseal, current_digest) 
Where secret represents the secret to be securely stored, 
digest_to_unseal represents a cryptographic digest of the 
trusted core that is authorized to subsequently retrieve the 
secret, and current_digest represents a cryptographic digest 
of the trusted core at the time the Seal operation Was 
invoked. The current_digest the current_digest is automati 
cally added by the security processor as the value in the 
digest register of the device 102 rather than being explicitly 
settable as an external parameter (thereby removing the 
possibility that the module or component invoking the Seal 
operation provides an inaccurate current_digest). 
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[0059] When the Seal primitive operation is invoked, the 
security processor encrypts the parameters provided (e.g., 
secret, digest_to_unseal, and current_digest). Alternatively, 
the digest_to_unseal (and optionally the current_digest as 
Well) may not be encrypted, but rather stored in non 
encrypted form and a correspondence maintained betWeen 
the encrypted secret and the digest_to_unseal. By not 
encrypting the digest_to_unseal, comparisons performed in 
response to the Unseal primitive operation discussed beloW 
can be carried out Without decrypting the ciphertext. 

[0060] The security processor can encrypt the data of the 
Seal operation in any of a Wide variety of conventional 
manners. For example, the security processor may have an 
individual key that it keeps secret and divulges to no 
component or module, and/ or a public-private key pair. The 
security processor could use the individual key, the public 
key from its public-private key pair, or a combination 
thereof. The security processor can use any of a Wide variety 
of conventional encryption algorithms to encrypt the data. 
The resultant ciphertext is then stored as a secret (e.g., in 
secret store 126 of FIG. 2 or 146 of FIG. 3). 

[0061] The Unseal primitive operation is the converse of 
the Seal primitive operation, and takes as a single parameter 
the ciphertext produced by an earlier Seal operation. The 
security processor obtains the cryptographic digest of the 
trusted core currently executing on the computing device 
and also obtains the digest_to_unseal. If the digest_to_un 
seal exists in a non-encrypted state (e.g., associated With the 
ciphertext, but not encrypted as part of the ciphertext), then 
this non-encrypted version of the digest_to_unseal is 
obtained by the security processor. HoWever, if no such 
non-encrypted version of the digest_to_unseal exists, then 
the security processor decrypts the ciphertext to obtain the 
digest_to_unseal. 

[0062] Once the digest_to_unseal and the cryptographic 
digest of the trusted core currently executing on the com 
puting device are both obtained, the security processor 
compares the tWo digests to determine if they are the same. 
If the tWo digests are identical, then the trusted core cur 
rently executing on the computing device is authorized to 
retrieve the secret, and the security processor returns the 
secret (decrypting the secret, if it has not already been 
decrypted) to the component or module invoking the Unseal 
operation. HoWever, if the tWo digests are not identical, then 
the trusted core currently executing on the computing device 
is not authorized to retrieve the secret and the security 
processor does not return the secret (e.g., returning a “faill” 
noti?cation). Note that failures of the Unseal operation Will 
also occur if the ciphertext Was generated on a different 
platform (e. g., a computing device using a different platform 
?rmware) using a different encryption or integrity key, or if 
the ciphertext Was generated by some other process 
(although the security processor may decrypt the secret and 
make it 11 available to the trusted core, the trusted core 
Would not return the secret to the other process). 

[0063] TWo authentication primitive operations are also 
supported: Quote and UnWrap (also referred to as PK_Un 
seal). The Quote primitive takes one parameter, and causes 
the security processor to generate a signed statement asso 
ciating the supplied parameter With the digest of the cur 
rently running trusted core. In one implementation, the 
security processor generates a certi?cate that includes the 
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public key of a public-private key pair of the security 
processor as Well as the digest of the currently running 
trusted core and the external parameter. The security pro 
cessor then digitally signs this certi?cate and returns it to the 
component or module (and possibly ultimately to a remote 
third party), Which can use the public key in the certi?cate 
to verify the signature. 

[0064] The UnWrap or PK Unseal primitive operation, has 
ciphertext as its single parameter. The party invoking the 
UnWrap or PK_Unseal operation initially generates a struc 
ture that includes tWo partsia secret and a digest_to_un 
seal. The party then encrypts this structure using the public 
key of a public-private key pair of the security processor on 
the client computing device 102. The security processor 
responds to the UnWrap or PK Unseal primitive operation by 
using its private key of the public-private key pair to decrypt 
the ciphertext received from the invoking party. Similar to 
the Unseal primitive operation discussed above, the security 
processor compares the digest of the trusted core currently 
running on the client computing device 102 to the digest 
_to_unseal from the decrypted ciphertext. If the tWo digests 
are identical, then the trusted core currently executing on the 
computing device is authorized to retrieve the secret, and the 
security processor provides the secret to the trusted core. 
HoWever, if the tWo digests are not identical, then the trusted 
core currently executing on the computing device is not 
authorized to retrieve the secret and the security processor 
does not provide the secret to the trusted core (e.g., instead 
providing a “fall” noti?cation). 

[0065] Both quote and unWrap can be used as part of a 
cryptographic protocol that alloWs a remote party to be 
assured that he is communicating With a trusted platform 
running a speci?c piece of trusted core softWare (by knoW 
ing its digest). 

Gatekeeper Storage Key and Trusted Core Updates 

[0066] Secret use and storage by trusted applications 
executing on a client computing device 102 of FIG. 1 is 
based on a key generated by the trusted core, referred to as 
the gatekeeper storage key (GSK). The gatekeeper storage 
key is used to facilitate upgrading of the secure part of the 
operating system (the trusted core) and also to reduce the 
frequency With Which the hardWare Seal primitive operation 
is invoked. The gatekeeper storage key is generated by the 
trusted core and then securely stored using the Seal opera 
tion With the digest of the trusted core itself being the 
digest_to_unseal (this is also referred to as sealing the 
gatekeeper storage key to the trusted core With the digest 
digest_to_unseal). Securely storing the gatekeeper storage 
key using the Seal operation alloWs the trusted core to 
retrieve the gatekeeper storage key When the trusted core is 
subsequently re-booted (assuming that the trusted core has 
not been altered, and thus that its digest has not been 
altered). The trusted core should not disclose the GSK to any 
other parties, apart from under the strict rules detailed beloW. 

[0067] The gatekeeper storage key is used as a root key to 
securely store any trusted application, trusted core, or other 
operating system secrets. A trusted application desiring to 
store data as a secret invokes a softWare implementation of 
Seal supported by the trusted core (e.g., exposed by the 
trusted core via an application programming interface 
(API)). The trusted core encrypts the received trusted appli 
cation secret using an encryption algorithm that uses the 
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gatekeeper storage key as its encryption key. Any of a Wide 
variety of conventional encryption algorithms can be used. 
The encrypted secret is then stored by the trusted core (e.g., 
in secret store 126 of FIG. 2, secret store 146 of FIG. 3, or 
alternatively elseWhere (typically, but not necessarily, on the 
client device)). 

[0068] When the trusted application desires to subse 
quently retrieve the stored secret, the trusted application 
invokes an Unseal operation supported by the trusted core 
(e.g., exposed by the trusted core via an API) and based on 
the GSK as the encryption key. The trusted core determines 
Whether to alloW the trusted application to retrieve the secret 
based on information the trusted core has about the trusted 
application that saved the secret as Well as the trusted 
application that is requesting the secret. Retrieval of secrets 
is discussed in more detail beloW With reference to mani 
fests. 

[0069] Thus, the gatekeeper storage key alloWs multiple 
trusted application secrets to be securely stored Without the 
Seal operation of the hardWare being invoked a correspond 
ing number of times. HoWever, security of the trusted 
application secrets is still maintained because a mischievous 
trusted core Will not be able to decrypt the trusted applica 
tion secrets (it Will not be able to recover the gatekeeper 
storage key that Was used to encrypt the trusted application 
secrets, and thus Will not be able to decrypt the encrypted 
trusted application secrets). 

[0070] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary relationship 
betWeen the gatekeeper storage key and trusted application 
secrets. A single gatekeeper storage key 180 is a root key and 
multiple (n) trusted application secrets 182, 184, and 186 are 
securely stored based on key 180. Trusted application 
secrets 182, 184, and 186 can be stored by a single trusted 
application or alternatively multiple trusted applications. 
Each trusted application secret 182, 184, and 186 optionally 
includes a policy statement 188, 190, and 192, respectively. 
The policy statement includes policy information regarding 
the storage, usage, and/or migration conditions that the 
trusted application desires to be imposed on the correspond 
ing trusted application secret. 

[0071] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary process 200 for 
securely storing secrets using a gatekeeper storage key. The 
process of FIG. 5 is carried out by the trusted core of a client 
computing device, and may be performed in softWare. 

[0072] The ?rst time the trusted core is booted, a gate 
keeper storage key is obtained (act 202) and optionally 
sealed, using a cryptographic measure of the trusted core, to 
the trusted core (act 204). The gatekeeper storage key may 
not be sealed, depending on the manner in Which the 
gatekeeper storage keys are generated, as discussed in more 
detail beloW. Eventually, a request to store a secret is 
received by the trusted core from a trusted application (act 
206). The trusted core uses the gatekeeper storage key to 
encrypt the trusted application secret (act 208), and stores 
the encrypted secret. 

[0073] The gatekeeper storage key can be generated in a 
variety of different manners. In one implementation, the 
trusted core generates a gatekeeper storage key by generat 
ing a random number (or pseudo-random number) and uses 
a seal primitive to save and protect it betWeen reboots. This 
generated gatekeeper storage key can also be transferred to 
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other computing devices under certain circumstances, as 
discussed in more detail beloW. In another implementation, 
platform ?rmware on a computing device generates a gate 
keeper storage key according to a particular procedure that 
alloWs any previous gatekeeper storage keys to be obtained 
by the trusted core, but does not alloW the trusted core to 
obtain any future gatekeeper storage keys; in this case an 
explicit seal/unseal step need not be performed. 

[0074] With this secret storage structure based on the 
gatekeeper storage key, the trusted core on the client com 
puting device may be upgraded to a neW trusted core and 
these secrets maintained. FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary 
upgrade from one trusted core to another trusted core on the 
same client computing device. 

[0075] The initial trusted core executing on the client 
computing device is trusted core(0) 230, Which is to be 
upgraded to trusted core(1) 232. Trusted core 230 includes 
(or corresponds to) a certi?cate 234, a public key 236, and 
a gatekeeper storage key 238 (GSKO). Public key 236 is the 
public key of a public-private key pair of the component or 
device that is the source of trusted core 230 (e.g., the 
manufacturer of trusted core 230). Certi?cate 234 is digitally 
signed by the source of trusted core 230, and includes the 
digest 240 of trusted core 230. Similarly, trusted core 232 
includes (or corresponds to) a certi?cate 242 including a 
digest 244, and a public key 246. After trusted core 230 is 
upgraded to trusted core 232, trusted core 232 Will also 
include a gatekeeper storage key 248 (GSKI), as Well as 
gatekeeper storage key 238 (GSKO). Optionally, trusted 
cores 230 and 232 may also include version identi?ers 250 
and 252, respectively. 

[0076] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary process 270 for 
upgrading a trusted core Which uses the seal/unseal primi 
tives. The process of FIG. 7 is carried out by the tWo trusted 
cores. The process of FIG. 7 is discussed With reference to 
components of FIG. 6. For ease of explanation, the acts 
performed by the initial trusted core (trusted core(0)) are on 
the left-hand side of FIG. 7 and the acts performed by the 
neW trusted core (trusted core(1)) are on the right-hand side 
of FIG. 7. 

[0077] Initially, a request to upgrade trusted core(0) to 
trusted core(1) is received (act 272). The upgrade request is 
accompanied by the certi?cate belonging to the proposed 
upgrade trusted core (trusted core (1)). Trusted core(0) 
veri?es the digest of proposed-upgraded trusted core(1) (act 
274), such as by using public key 246 to verify certi?cate 
242. Trusted core(0) also optionally checks Whether one or 
more other upgrade conditions are satis?ed (act 276). Any of 
a variety of upgrade conditions may be imposed. In one 
implementation, trusted core(0) imposes the restriction that 
trusted cores are upgraded in strictly increasing version 
numbers and are signed by the same certi?cation authority 
as the one that certi?ed the currently running trusted core (or 
alternatively signed by some other key knoWn to by the 
currently running trusted core to be held by a trusted 
publisher). Thus, version 0 can only be replaced by version 
1, version 1 can only be replaced by version 2, and so forth. 
In most cases, it is also desirable to alloW version 0 to be 
upgraded to version 2 in a single step (e.g., Without having 
to be upgraded to version 1 in betWeen). HoWever, it is 
generally not desirable to alloW “downgrades” to earlier 
versions (e.g., earlier versions may have more security 
vulnerabilities). 
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[0078] If the check in act 276 determines that the various 
conditions (including the veri?cation of the digest in act 
274) are not satis?ed, then the upgrade process fails and the 
trusted core refuses to seal the gatekeeper storage key to the 
prospective-neWer trusted core (act 278). Thus, even if the 
prospective-neWer trusted core Were to be installed on the 
computing device, it Would not have access to any secrets 
stored by trusted core (0). HoWever, if the various condi 
tions are satis?ed, then the upgrade process is authoriZed to 
proceed and trusted core(0) uses the Seal primitive operation 
to seal gatekeeper storage key 238 to the digest of trusted 
core(1) as stated in the certi?cate received in act 272 (act 
280). In sealing the GSK 238 to the digest of trusted core(1), 
trusted core(0) uses the Seal operation With digest 244 being 
the digest_to_unseal parameter. 
[0079] Once the Seal operation is completed, trusted 
core(1) may be loaded and booted. This may be an auto 
mated step (e.g., performed by trusted core(0)), or alterna 
tively a manual step performed by a user or system admin 
istrator. 

[0080] Once trusted core(1) is loaded and booted, trusted 
core(1) obtains the sealed gatekeeper storage key 238 (act 
282). Trusted core(1) unseals gatekeeper storage key 238 
(act 284), Which it is able to successfully do as its digest 244 
matches the digest_to_unseal parameter used to seal gate 
keeper storage key 238. Trusted core(1) then generates its 
oWn gatekeeper storage key 248 (act 286) and seals gate 
keeper storage key 248 to the trusted core(1) digest (act 
288), thereby alloWing gatekeeper storage key 248 to be 
subsequently retrieved by trusted core(1). Trusted core (1) 
may also optionally seal gatekeeper storage key 238 to the 
trusted core(1) digest. For subsequent requests by trusted 
applications to store secrets, trusted core(1) uses gatekeeper 
storage key 248 to securely store the secrets (act 290). For 
subsequent requests by trusted applications to retrieve 
secrets, trusted core(1) uses gatekeeper storage key 238 to 
retrieve old secrets (secrets that Were sealed by trusted 
core(0)), and uses gatekeeper storage key 248 to retrieve 
neW secrets (secrets that Were sealed by trusted core(1)) (act 
292). 
[0081] Returning to FIG. 5, another Way in Which the 
gatekeeper storage key may be obtained (act 200) is by 
having the platform generate a set of one or more keys to be 
uses as gatekeeper storage keys. By Way of example, the 
platform can generate a set of gatekeeper storage keys (SK) 
for trusted cores according to the folloWing calculation: 

SKn=SHA—l(cat(BK, publicikey, n), for n=0 to N 

Where BK is a unique platform key called a binding key 
Which is not disclosed to other parties, and is only used for 
the generation of keys as described above, public_key 
represents the public key of the party that generated the 
trusted core for Which the gatekeeper storage keys are being 
generated, and N represents the version number of the 
trusted core. When booting a particular trusted core “n”, the 
platform generates the family of keys from 1 to n and 
provide them to trusted core “n.” Each time trusted core n 
boots, it has access to all secrets stored With key n (Which is 
used as a GSK). But additionally, it has access to all secrets 
stored With previous versions of the trusted core, because the 
platform has provided the trusted core With all earlier 
secrets. 

[0082] It should be noted, hoWever, that the core cannot 
get access to secrets stored by future trusted cores because 
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trusted core “n” obtains the family of keys 1 to n from the 
platform, but does not obtain key n+1 or any other keys 
beyond n. Additionally, secrets available to each family of 
trusted cores (identi?ed by the public key of the signer of the 
trusted cores) are inaccessible to cores generated by a 
different softWare publisher that does not have access to the 
private key used to generate the certi?cates. The certi?cates 
are provided along With the trusted core (e.g., shipped by the 
publisher along With the trusted core), alloWing the platform 
to generate gatekeeper storage keys for that publisher’s 
trusted cores (based on the publisher’s public key). 

[0083] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary process 300 for 
upgrading a trusted core Which uses the family-based set of 
platform-generated gatekeeper storage keys. The process of 
FIG. 8 is carried out by the trusted core and the platform. For 
ease of explanation, the acts performed by the trusted core 
are on the left-hand side of FIG. 8 and the acts performed by 
the platform are on the right-hand side of FIG. 8. 

[0084] Initially, trusted core (n) requests a set of keys from 
the platform (act 302). This request is typically issued When 
trusted core (n) is booted. In response to the request, the 
platform generates a set of keys from 1 to n (act 304) and 
returns the set of keys to trusted core (n) (act 306). Trusted 
core (n) eventually receives requests to store and/or retrieve 
secrets, and uses the received set of keys to store and retrieve 
such secrets. Trusted core (n) uses key (n) as the gatekeeper 
storage key to store and retrieve any neW secrets (act 308), 
and uses key (n-a) as the gatekeeper storage key to retrieve 
any old secrets stored by a previous trusted core (n-a)(act 
310). 
[0085] It should be noted that the process of FIG. 8 is the 
process performed by a trusted core When it executes, 
regardless of Whether it is a neWly upgraded-to trusted core 
or a trusted core that has been installed and running for an 
extended period of time. Requests to upgrade to neW trusted 
cores can still be received and upgrades can still occur With 
the process of FIG. 8, but sealing of a gatekeeper storage key 
to the digest of the neW trusted core need not be performed. 

[0086] FolloWing a successful upgrade (regardless of the 
manner in Which gatekeeper storage keys are obtained by the 
trusted cores), trusted core (1) has a storage facility (GSKl) 
that alloWs it to store neW secrets that Will be inaccessible to 
trusted core (0), and yet still has access to the secrets stored 
by trusted core (0) by virtue of its access to GSKO. Further 
more, a user can still boot the older trusted core (0) and have 
access to secrets that it has stored, and yet not have access 
to neWer secrets obtained by, or generated by trusted core 

(1). 
[0087] Alternatively, rather than a single gatekeeper stor 
age key, multiple gatekeeper storage keys may be used by a 
computing device. These additional second-level gatekeeper 
storage key(s) may be used during normal operation of the 
device, or alternatively only during the upgrade process. 
Using multiple gatekeeper storage keys alloWs trusted appli 
cations to prevent their secrets from being available to an 
upgraded trusted core. Some trusted applications may alloW 
their secrets to be available to an upgraded trusted core, 
Whereas other trusted applications may prevent their secrets 
from being available to the upgraded trusted core. Addition 
ally, a particular trusted application may alloW some of its 
secrets to be available to the upgraded trusted core, but not 
other secrets. In one implementation, When a trusted appli 


























